
CRM Solution: Sales Force 

Goals/Objectives 

What initial goals and objectives did you set? Our goal was to implement Salesforce for tracking and 
measuring sales pipeline and forecast for LLamasoft global sales activity. Integrated SalesForce with Act-
On email marketing automation, Word Press embedded webforms, and Smartforms data. Goal was to 
get Sales and Marketing to sync information for more efficient lead conversion, management and 
measurement; make marketing-sales lead programs & handoff to pipeline more scalable, repeatable 
and consistent; improve visibility and monitoring of strategic account activity and market penetration.  

Are the goals/objectives clearly identified? Yes, we knew we wanted a solid structured CRM tool to 
manage all sales activity and customer/prospects outreach. We’ve been able to establish and flag Key 
Target accounts based on Fortune/Forbes ranked strategic account and monitor account penetration, 
conversion and market share expansion as well as improve follow-up on inbound leads with visibility to 
open vs. contacted leads.  

Are the goals/objectives specific, measurable, achievable and relevant? Yes, SalesForce was successfully 
implemented January 2013 and employees mandated to enter opportunities and use the CRM tool 
immediately. The integration required customization to the lead and account object along with various 
lead assignment rules based on company vertical, geography and size and integration with web-to-lead 
forms with routing rules, alerts to increase lead response time and improve visibility to leads requiring 
attention.  

Project Summary /Solution: 

Walk through the Project planning, development and execution 

Is it clear the entrant used goals/objectives to drive the scope of the project? Yes, the objective was to 
sync all of our former customers/prospects housed within SilverPop and Zoho database into the new 
SalesForce program. Sales and Marketing were then trained on SalesForce to ensure a smooth transition 
to use the new CRM tool. Previously sales activity was tracked on individual sales rep spreadsheets – 
effective immediately sales pipeline was visible at a global level for all sales deals and forecasted 
pipeline.  

Does it demonstrate the primary, secondary, or 3rd audience mindset? – Yes, this has allowed the 
Marketing and Sales team to demonstrate effective communication, share consistent messaging with 
the current customers and prospects. This has enabled a smoother sales process throughout the 
organization. We can now identify where leads come from, and help measure best performing 
marketing programs/spend for better ROI visibility for future planning; identify leads that are not getting 
attention and assist sales with campaigns/nurturing/conversions to untouched leads or ‘slow movers’.   

Are there audience characteristics that affect the creative solution? – From a “User” standpoint we 
wanted to ensure the system was easy to use while still accomplishing goals. From the perspective of 



our customers we wanted communications to look professional, measurable, and to contain consistent 
messaging.  

How well is the project thought out to create a desired result? We knew as we continued to rapidly 
grow we would need a stronger CRM tool to manage uptake in growth, mandate processes and scale 
the reach to contacts/leads, handle effective communication, measure ROI, and better track 
leads/status/pipe. The program was very well thought-out based on improving existing manual 
processes and driving workflow and visibility with long-term scalability in mind.  

Does the overall solution demonstrate a strategic or creative approach? Yes, strategically keeps all of 
our information centrally located to help us create strategic messages consistent throughout our 
organization. It also allows Marketing to be creative how we reach different segments of our base, 
based on different demographic factors. A major sales initiative to create accounts in SF.com for top 
Fortune / Forbes companies and proactively go after market share in these accounts was part of this 
process, adding over 1200 accounts that were not previously part of our nurture / sales campaigns, and 
this was a strategic concerted effort to gain market share.  

 

 

Metrics/Results: 

What indicators did you use to measure the project’s success in meeting its objectives?  

Simple measurement such as are all individual sales pipelines entered and visible in SF to 
sales/marketing leadership; all leads viewable and able to track / show marketing lead 
conversions/success; ability to show traction on Strategic Target accounts – e.g. how much additional 
market share are we gaining each month against the added “white space” target accounts.  

Is the method of measurement appropriate for the project? Yes, easy to see and monitor and provide 
visibility to leadership.  

Are results linked to original goals and objectives? Yes, tracking progress in Fortune / Forbes accounts 
with rankings (customized in Account view).  

Is there a senior management endorsement that the project created meaningful value for the company? 
Absolutely – this implementation was mandated by VP marketing and endorsed by EVP Sales & 
Marketing, CEO and VP Domestic Sales.  

Was a controlled group used? No, big bang approach company wide, but leveraging super users to “lead 
by example” as SF.com role models.  

 

 



Lessons Learned/Factors that affected the project negative or positive:  

Budget? Not applicable 

Buy in from stakeholders or upper management? Not applicable 

Missed deadline? Not applicable 

Target audience? Not applicable 

Didn’t measure the proper goal? Not applicable 

 

 

Example of a 3rd Party Media Campaign to show ROI  

  

 

 

 

 

 



Example: Sales -Thank you follow up from a tradeshow/conference. Sends directly from SalesForce to 
keep activity history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HTML template used to promote LLamasoft SummerCon to all Leads, Media, Partners and Contacts 

 


